The Canadian Medical Mafia tyrants attacking the most effective therapies for children affected by Autism and Cerebral Palsy!

By Daniel Gaumond (DG : This is the non-revised version of the original in french and please consider that I am 99% blind outside of my eyes due to glaucoma, but I wanted to publish it today December 27 2019 before getting the final revised version)

December 27, 2019

This report is my answer to the warning and delirious recall from Disease Canada (Health Canada / Big Pharma) dated October 25 2019 that forbids the sale, importation and the use of low pressure of portable hyperbaric chambers for children affected by Autism and Cerebral Palsy. However, the conspiracy has taken hallucinating proportions when the American Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society (UHMS) as well as the Canadian Society of Pediatrics added their voice to the most serious attack to this day against alternative therapies for Autism in the two weeks that followed Disease Canada’s assault!

If we can evaluate a society by the way it treats sick children and the handicapped, Canada is damned with the warning published by Disease Canada which is just a scandalous and evil hitpiece of BS stuffed with dirty lies! Please read before going further:

◦ Information Update - Unauthorized soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers may pose serious health risks

The non-elected burocrats at Disease Canada have been lying arrogantly for more than 18 years about one of the most effective therapies to heal handicapped or sick children! You are just a bunch of cowards so do not expect diplomacy in this report! If you do not like my style, tone or comments, jump over it and and check out the linked articles and videos written by much better investigative journalists than myself and you will understand what is very wrong with ‘allopathetic’ medicine!

I began the investigation on the fraud and conspiracy against Hyperbaric Therapy in 2001 following the publication in the Lancet of the study initiated by Dr. Pierre Marois on Cerebral Palsy after the government of Quebec and the medias launched a disinformation campaign aiming at covering up the impressive results of the first study of this kind in the world to this day.
And on May 3 2003 I hired someone who caught Dr. Jean-Paul Collet with a hidden camera in a Cerebral Palsy Conference in Quebec and the big troubles started…

My investigation was completed on December 2 2010 when Dr. Ernest Prégent from the College of Physicians exposed himself as a puppetmaster in chief in the conspiracy against Hyperbaric Therapy during an interview on 98.5FM Radio with Paul Arcand (See the link below from October 27 2011).

I was preparing the TESLA-WAVE Campaign since February 2019 and a new revolutionary device was added to our protocol on June 18 which perfectly combines with the portable hyperbaric chamber!

www.tesla-wave.com

The criminal Medical Deep State gangsters are freaking out because we are combining 3 Energy Medicine devices that are Health Canada listed and 3 more from Germany that are not with the Yada portable hyperbaric chamber manufactured in Alma Quebec!

We will integrate 4 of these inside the Yada chamber and we will use an evaluation and bioresonance device from Ukraine to analyze the children’s health status and the improvements achieved with our protocol!

Health Canada will never approve our concept of portable chamber with devices inside the chamber and we don’t care!

We know there is nobody who is competent in hyperbaric therapy at Health Canada therefore their laws and regulations are unsubstantiated and they have no legal power against anyone.

The Quebec Wellness Insurance Network (RAMEQ) is the authority in Quebec in the field of Holistic Health and we approve the devices that we are evaluating according to the same criterias as the European Community.

The QWIN is requesting 2 billion in funding to establish a network of 1 000 clinics across Quebec to offer treatments to families affected by Autism. This amount includes all the devices and 30 000 jobs for the first year.

I was viciously attacked on August 1st when I moved and 2 little scumbags from Drummondville Quebec stole one of my cats, our American hyperbaric chamber banners and the posters of the book the Oxygen Revolution by Dr. Paul Harch and our commercial logos, and my computer and hard drive was destroyed intentionnally… and I learned on August 2 that our project was blocked at the camping where we would open the first clinic launching the TESLA-WAVE Campaign!

I had a perfect vision until 2006 but I am now completely blind since 2015 due to untreated glaucoma as the Deep State and moles have sabotaged my life since 2003… and these cowards have not stopped to cause me hardships for more than 20 years…
I announced the TESLA-WAVE Campaign on October 18 2019 and I was scheduled to introduce our protocol at the birthday show of a well known child with Autism on October 26 in Montreal where many popular artists were performing but fear derailed everything once more… And it was at 11pm on the night of the show that I learned that Health Canada published their stinky warning the previous day…!

And then on November 6, I received a letter from Health Canada (reproduced below) by email about our website www.energyfountains.com. And the next day, an article was published by a Doctor from the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society (UHMS) that finally exposes them as corrupt impostors. And the toxic vaccine pushers from the Canadian Society of Pediatrics joined the vampires party in a breath-sucking press release on November 15!

It is easy to understand why all these organizations came out within 3 weeks to reject all the natural, holistic and alternative treatments! 18 years of sabotage of all the efforts and projects of our team to open family clinics with the most competent American MD’s in Hyperbaric Medicine and the best Energy Medicine device manufacturers imported from 8 countries! We’ve had more than enough of this damn conspiracy against Quebec families and handicapped or sick children or those who have been wounded by the evil vaccines!

First, here is the complete analysis that demolishes every points one by one of Disease Canada warning and recall order with all the links and proofs supporting our total opposition to the erroneous and misleading claims used by the authors of this disinformation operation!

Disease Canada (DC) : " OTTAWA, Oct. 25, 2019 /CNW/ - Health Canada is advising Canadians that soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers that are promoted online or offered as a service to treat a variety of medical conditions—including autism, cerebral palsy and migraines—are unauthorized medical devices and may pose serious health risks, including death."

Daniel Gaumond commentaries (DG) : Ouch! It does not begin well for the authors of this repugnant document! No explosion nor wounds and not one single death occured over more than 20 years and millions of dives with soft-shelled portable hyperbaric chambers with 1.3 ATA (4.3 PSI…)! ZÉRO deaths capitch !!?? You have to stop bullshiting people!

How many persons have had a foot or a leg amputated in Canada without receiving Hyperbaric Oxygen treatments and how many died within 5 years following amputation?
Thousands of patients are dying because Hospitals are not doing their job with the hyperbaric chamber but ‘Health’ Canada is reversing risks by pretending that portable hyperbaric chambers could cause death… ? Discover the damaging statistics for a recognized indication in this article that highlights the comments of a physician specialized in wound care and the survival rate after an amputation:

December 23, 2019
'We just chop off people's legs too easily'

We must admit that the insinuation to the worst risk – Death – is perfectly exposing the perversion which motivates this shameful attack against this affordable and very effective solution for handicapped children and their families!

We can then ask ourselves why the first two health issues to which Disease Canada is pointing to are Autism and Cerebral Palsy, since it is with these two indications that portable chambers deliver results that are often spectacular and miraculous according to many parents, customers, physicians, chiropractors and holistic therapists! So what is the value of the ridiculous anti-portable chambers position of the Doctors and pseudo-experts from this ultra-corrupted and murderous agency to block the free access to this simple and unquestionably safe?? It’s worth nothing because they are involved in the cover up of the truth about the results of many studies performed since 1998 and the experience of thousands of parents who have noticed improvements equalled by none of the drug cocktails or conventional modalities offered today. We can clearly see your hypocrisy since the end of the Quebec study on Cerebral Palsy and your complicity as conspirator is finally visible to everyone!

After 18 years of disgusting lies and organized disinformation to cover up the truth on the 1999-2000 study conducted in Quebec by Dr. Pierre Marois with 111 children affected by Cerebral Palsy, it is very revolting to read the last vicious attack by the twisted scum at Disease Canada!

What is certain however is that vaccines approved by “Health” Canada are causing thousands of deaths but the Nazi garbage infiltrated in this agency dare keeping on presenting them as safe and without dangers! What an obscure and evil abomination!

DC : " Oxygen therapy using hard-shelled hyperbaric chambers is a well-established medical treatment where patients are placed in an oxygen-rich and pressurized environment."

DG : Soft-shelled portable chambers operating at a pressure of 1.3 ATA (4.3 PSI) with ambient air (21% oxygen) are falling below the definition of hyperbaric therapy by the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society (UHMS) at 1.4 ATA with 100% oxygen and of which Disease Canada is following the indications. The
studies have proved that no additional oxygen is required for the dive to be effective! So a portable hyperbaric chamber without oxygen concentrator cannot be labeled as an oxygen rich environment and does not present any explosion or fire dangers as is the case for the medical grade hard-shelled chambers which are connected to 100% pure oxygen pressurized tanks.
End of discussion.

DC : “While Health Canada has licensed five hard-shelled hyperbaric chambers for sale in Canada, it has not licensed any soft-shelled devices, meaning they have not been evaluated for safety, quality and effectiveness.”

DG : Evil bullshit! The truth is that you are committing illegal obstruction by imposing stricter standards than the European Community (CE) or the FDA for low pressure portable chambers by considering them as Class III that do not apply in any way to this type of hyperbaric chamber.

Soft shell low pressure portable hyperbaric chambers are Class II medical devices certified by the FDA in the USA and by the European Community (CE). They have no place under Classe III contrary to high pressure hard shell as used in hospitals and that are connected to pressurized tanks of 100% pure oxygen! The dangers of this potential bomb are non-existent for oxygen concentrators with an output of 10 LPM used with portable chambers.

In accord with the fact that the new treaty with the European Community from which the CE label has already been delivered for a few perfectly safe portable hyperbaric chambers, Disease Canada cannot block the certification for any reason by applying abusive and rigged standards that are completely different from the CE and the USA!
So all their fears are just a stunning scientific fraud that exposes the level of corruption, stupidity and arrogance of the authors of this disgraceful and evil warning which shows the fangs of the Beast for which these medical gangsters are working for: The Pharmaceutical Mafia!

Your position as a government agent does not allow you to lie across the border to the Quebec and Canadian population! We are demanding the names of all the authors of this filthy press release and the nutjobs that have approved its publication!

DC : “To date, Health Canada has not received any evidence supporting the benefits of the soft-shelled version of these devices, and manufacturers have not demonstrated that the soft-shelled models are effective for treating any medical conditions.”

DG : Ring the alarm Pinocchio Give me a freakin brake bunch of liars! The first studies proving the efficacy of the 1.3 ATA pressure have been published since 2001 so what the heck are you talking about? Your lies do not transform into
truth simply because you post them on a government webpage! People are not all imbeciles! But after reading your devil’s shit though for a while, the Canadian population cannot become more intelligent because you are manipulating their minds with a mountain of shameful lies!

One of the news that can be found on the Homepage of the Quebec Association of Hyperbaric Therapy dated March 12 2009 is about the publication of the study conducted by Dr. Daniel Rossignol on the use of low pressure hyperbaric therapy (1.3 ATA with 24% oxygen) for children affected by Autism, therefore you really must be blind or dishonest to pretend in 2019 that no study have delivered benefits! :
http://therapiehyperbare.com/fr/dossiers/2009-03-12_etude_autisme_dr_rossignol.html

But the gangsters of the UHMS (Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society) the satanic ‘Gate keepers’ are really afraid of the portable chambers because they escape from their definition of this therapy that identifies a pressure of at least 1.4 ATA with 100% oxygen as the basic criteria! The study conducted in Quebec by Dr Pierre Marois in 1999-2000 vaporized this fraudulent dogma!

The inspectors did not do their job neither did their boss by surfing the website www.energyfountains.com / www.fontainesdenergie.com because the “studies” is exposing you as freakin liars and conspirators as there is a few very conclusive studies and thousands of cases of improvements in a network of more than 1000 American MD’s and 1000 chiropractors who are using the Oxyhealth hyperbaric chambers that are 510k Cleared by the FDA but which are blocked by Disease Canada!

www.energyfountains.com/hbt/hbot_studies.html

The following quote can be found on this page:

"...no further studies need be done on HBOT in CP. When the rules used to compose the Accepted Indications List are applied to CP the evidence is found to exceed that of the majority of diagnoses on the list. It is time for responsible physicians to acknowledge this and add CP to the list."
- Dr Paul Harch, extract from:
  ◦ Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy in Cerebral Palsy and pediatric neurology - A scientific perspective (June 2004)

End of discussion!!
We must conclude that there is no responsible Doctors at Health Canada nor at the UHMS but rather just a bunch of eugenist scumbags!
Dr. Harch is not a banned MD who lost his license or incompetent who practices in his basement but he is rather the leader and pioneer in the field of neurological indications in the USA and he is professor at the Louisiana State University as well as President of the International Hyperbaric Medical Association! So here goes in the garbage the criminal beliefs and positions of the twisted minds at the UHMS and Disease Canada!

February 3, 2019
Autism & Hyperbaric Oxygen (HBOT) – M.A.P.S. Dr Paul Harch
https://autismhopealliance.org/autism-hbot-dr-harch/

But the Quebec Association of Hyperbaric Therapy website exposes even more clearly that you are fooling the population just by reading the homepage that sheds lights on the most flagrant evidences of the efficacy of Hyperbaric Therapy and the portable chambers for neurological disorders like Autism and Cerebral Palsy!!
www.therapiehyperbare.com

So open your eyes and especially your neurons because you have lost in your diabolical attempts to prevent Quebec and Canadian families to have access to portable hyperbaric chambers in clinics!

How is it possible that two groups of MD’s hold totally opposite “beliefs” about the same therapy? Why are some neurologists persistently denying the efficacy of HBOT for regenerating the brain when other neurologists have proven the facts with SPECT scans? Why do official organizations lie about an effective therapy for sick children??

We are rejecting the positions that are contrary to those of Dr. Paul Harch, Kenneth Stoller, Pierre Marois, Philip James, Daniel Rossignol, Jerry Kartzinel, Jeff Bradstreet, Richard Neubauer, etc. who know that Autism and Cerebral Palsy should have been added to the UHMS recognized indications list, of Health Canada and the Colleges of Physicians since 1998! So leave our Peace alone!

DC : “ Potential risks associated with the use of soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers include:
• fire or explosion as a result of static discharge within an elevated oxygen environment;"

DG : Once again, portable chambers do not represent oxygen rich environment! And we can perceive here a twisted spin to the installation of negative ion generators as we are recommending and that produces an electrostatic discharge continuously however the oxygen concentration is too low to cause an explosion! They do not refer to the conditions in which such an explosion could
occur, i.e. pressure, oxygen concentration, humidity, air recirculation rate in the chamber, temperature, the pure oxygen source, etc. They just vomit a pile of false or misleading claims to manipulate the minds with… fear! And the root of fear is ignorance so a big cold shower of knowledge will cure the damages caused by these demonic disinfo agents!

The explosions and fires that have caused deaths involved hyperbaric chambers that were connected to pressurized oxygen tanks.

The oxygen concentration inside a portable chamber used with an oxygen concentrator of 10 liters per minute will not increase above 32% and even with a negative ion generator and a bare flame, no explosion will happen and no fire combustion acceleration will occur so stop shouting fears and risks that do not apply to the conditions in the portable chambers! They are designed to supply fresh air continually with the compressor that keeps the chamber pressurized and prevent the buildup of oxygen above 32%. To receive a more concentrated dose of oxygen for breathing, it is necessary to use a face mask fed from the outside by the oxygen concentrator (95%). And no oxygen concentrator have exploded to this day with the tens of thousands of portable chambers in use since they appeared in the US more than 20 years ago. The oxygen bottles and tanks are strictly forbidden in the portable chambers as an oxygen concentrator is perfectly safe. See the video linked below at the line of non-existing risks of fire that rather explodes the balloon of lies from Disease Canada!

DC : “• disease spread through cross-contamination between users;;”

DG : Air quality and hygienic conditions of holistic clinics are far superior to that of hospitals! We are recommending the use of a negative ion generator inside the chamber and this simple technology stops the spreading of pathogens through its bacteriostatic effect on the air, as well as an ozonator in the room that will sterilize the room air before entering the compressor feeding the portable hyperbaric chamber.

Close all hospitals tomorrow morning since this is where that the most diseases are transmitted as the air ventilation systems are ultra-contaminated by the superbugs that you created in a lab and injected in the body of vaccinated zombies carrying your patented Frankenstein pathogens!

DC : “• damage to the ears, eyes, sinuses, lungs and teeth;;”

DG : The negative side effects listed can be mostly applied to high pressure and 100% O2 as used in hard shell chambers. These damages have never been reported even with home use by parents who did not receive specific medical training since none is required for portable chambers as their use is very simple and safe.
DC : “• changes to blood sugar levels.”

DG : And so what ? A cup of coffee and a muffin or an energy drink will have a bigger effect than a dive which offers a regenerative effect on the pancreas where nothing else equal HBOT beneficial effects! All organs in the body will benefit from an additional oxygen input.

DC : “ The risk of fire is significantly increased when the device is used in combination with an oxygen concentration device.”

DG : This is false! This video posted on May 15 2009 by Oxyhealth distributors in the US that is FDA listed proves without a doubt that the use of an oxygen concentrator of 10 liters per minutes connected to a portable chamber will cause no explosion nor combustion acceleration of material even when exposed to a bare flame! :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TaZeC49fHxw

This video can be found on the homepage of the Quebec Hyperbaric Therapy Association since 10 years so it can’t be missed… except if you are a twisted agent at Disease Canada or a corrupt MD at the UHMS!

It is therefore up to the twisted nutjobs at Disease Canada to present the evidence of the alleged dangers and to clearly identify the specific conditions which would provoke such an explosion instead of claiming non-existing risks for portable chambers operating at 1.3 ATA and 21 to 30% oxygen! They know the truth but they are manipulating the minds with false informations! They are guilty of scientific fraud and in this case it is a war crime against sick children and their families since their deliberate lies prevents them from one of the most effective treatment for neurological disorders.

DC : “ Under the Medical Devices Regulations, it is illegal in Canada to advertise medical devices for sale, to import them for sale, or to sell them without appropriate licensing.”

DG : We really don’t care about your rigged regulations and blocked licenses for the most effective products and therapies that threatens the profits of your criminal and murderous pharmaceutical customers and friends and the dogmas of the Rockefeller medical system – Poison, cut and burn!

20 000 natural health products perfectly safe and very effective have been removed from the market by “Health” Canada since 2004 with the application of unaffordably expensive pharmaceutical standards exactly because they threaten Big Pharma’s profits and they must shut us down under the weight of astronomical fees! See the Natural Health Products Protection Association website:
www.nhppa.org
The natural product companies must list all the ingredients of each supplement they bottle, but the pharmaceutical companies are not required to do so for vaccines!

If any natural supplement company added what is found in vaccines, it would be closed down tomorrow morning and the products would be sent to a hazardous waste dumpsite, but some dark forces are allowing Big Pharma to inject a black list of poisons directly in the blood of children…

“It's good for your health because Health Canada is telling you, and don't ask questions!”

We do not grant any authority to the UHMS nor to Disease Canada (Health Canada my eye!) since you have no power on our personal or professional choices and you have proved on top of it to have no competence in the field of low pressure hyperbaric therapy and you are lying about it so go take a ride in the traffic… of very dangerous drugs like you are already doing so badly! And do not come bother us in our tranquility!

DC : “To learn more, visit Health Canada's Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy webpage.”

DG : This page is filled with lies about its benefits for neurological disorders. See the analysis of the fraudulent and unscientific claims of Disease Canada on the website of the Quebec Hyperbaric Therapy Association that I have assembled completely when my vision was perfect:
www.therapiehyperbare.com

DC : “Who is affected?
• Patients who are receiving treatments in a soft-shelled hyperbaric chamber
What should consumers do?
• Do not purchase soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers online or obtain treatment from third parties using these products.”

DG : This phrase is redacted like an order but nobody at Disease Canada or any other institution has the right or the authority to impose such an order to anyone as it violates the freedom to choose how to treat our own body. Let’s add abuse of power to the list of accusations against these gangster terrocrats!

Disease Canada has approved toxic and dangerous drugs that have killed hundred of thousands of people on top of poisonous vaccines which cause Autism and many more diseases such as cancer in children and these rotten scumbags want to block compressed air and oxygen???
We can clearly see who these satanic Nazis are working for!
DC: “• Consult your healthcare professional if you use or have used a soft-shelled hyperbaric chamber and you have concerns about your health.”

DG: The health professionals who warn you against portable chambers should be banned from their professional boards! Portable chambers are very easy to use and are not the cause of any concern if they are used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

DC: “• Check whether medical devices have been licensed for sale by searching Health Canada’s Medical Devices Active Licence Listing.”

DG: This corrupt agency cannot be trusted since it publishes false and fraudulent informations about many beneficial products and therapies while simultaneously approving the importation and the sale of toxic, dangerous and deadly drugs and vaccines!

DC: “• Report complaints involving medical devices, including the sale of unauthorized devices, to Health Canada.”

DG: We are presenting a complaint against the corrupt corpocrats who have redacted this fraudulent prostitute release and suing for $1 Billion to the Quebec Wellness Insurance Network for opening 1,000 clinics which will offer free treatments to families of children wounded by vaccines approved by Health Canada! Civil and commercial disobedience to inhumane, nonsensical, ridiculous and scandalous regulations and laws are an obligation for any sane person who does not submit to Big Pharma’s tyranny and a bunch of pervert satanists who don’t give a damn about handicapped kids!

DC: “• Stay connected with Health Canada and receive the latest advisories and product recalls.”

DG: You are quite disconnected from Reality if you follow the garbage from this “corrupt to the core” agency as Dr. Shiv Chopra wrote in his book with the same title!

The laws and regulations established by the gangsters at Health Canada have no value because they violate the Freedom to choose in health care and the informed consent between a holistic health professional and his client. We reject the pseudo-authority of the corpocrats and twisted doctors from Health Canada on the basis that they have proved to have no competence, the consciousness and the proper logic to dictate anything to anyone!

DC: ” What Health Canada is doing
Health Canada is asking companies that sell unauthorized soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers to immediately stop selling these devices and to conduct a recall.”
DG : A recall under which accusation exactly? You will soon be sent to jail for crimes against Humanity so enjoy what liberty you have left before The Creator issues a recall on you!

MC : "Health Canada is advising importers, distributors and manufacturers that it is illegal to advertise, import for sale, or sell these devices in Canada without appropriate licensing."

DG : Go play in the wind because you have no authority on the way we treat and feed our own body and our children’s! Your laws are without bases as they violate the Charter of Rights and Liberties and the Constitution. We never voted for some non-elected corrupt corporatocrats establish stops to our Freedom of choice! We therefore exercize our conscious objection by disobeying your inhumane and twisted laws and regulations until they are officially cancelled and/or that Quebec finally becomes a Constitutional Republic.

MC : "Health Canada is contacting provincial and territorial authorities, as well as clinics and other types of establishments that offer treatments with soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers, to advise them of the medical device licensing requirements and the risks associated with using soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers. The Department is also working with the Canada Border Services Agency to help prevent further importation of these unauthorized medical devices."

DG : The serious risks you refer to in this ridiculous, unjustified and shamefully abusive warning and recall order are non-existent. We consider this warning as a declaration of war against the manufacturers, distributors or clinics offering access to safe medical devices which are licensed in other countries like our neighbors the United States! You look like a gang of scumbags determined and obsessed to prevent parents, children and patients who need this therapy to have access to them by fraudulent tactics while violating the Constitution and the Charter of Rights and Liberties.

Quebec has been sovereign since the 1995 Referendum that was stolen through vote fraud and the Declaration of Independance of Quebec and the launching of the Republic of Quebec in 2020 will solve the provincial and territorial issue since we are leaving Canada and the United Nations! Finally Free!

The pseudo-authorities at Health Canada went too far this time and they will have to pay huge damages for this unbelievable scientific and medical fraud! But it is also the Fishing Trophee that we were waiting for since 2001 and that is now visible in the eyes of those who can see clearly in the corruption and depravity of this fascist agency which is just the marketing division of the pharmaceutical industry!
Here is finally the complicity admission of evil corporcats and the rotten and twisted doctors at Disease Canada in this conspiracy on top of being the definitive and incontrovertible proof there is really a conspiracy raging against one of the best therapies on Earth to regenerate the brain of children! : Hyperbaric therapy with air or pure oxygen and a low pressure of only 1.3 ATA (4.3 PSI) ! This proof is all that was needed to reject all the rules and pseudo-laws regurgitated by the Nazis scumbags working at Health Canada. They must be arrested and jailed in accordance with the Nuremberg trial and judgment in 1948 as they are guilty of war crimes against Humanity, sick children and their families!

We want to thank nonetheless the hypocrite lying corporcats for giving us the ultimate reason to exit Canada and the United Nations which are controlled by satanic eugenists banksters who are planning the depopulation through disease creation with vaccination! It is evidently clear that these poisoners, mass murderers and black magicians will do everything to prevent sick or handicapped children and their families to have access to the best technologies in longevity medicine!

Their most wicked attack to date against oxygen – the breath of Life – is a provocation but also an invitation to stop them once and for all by exposing them for the war criminals that they are. This conspiracy against portable hyperbaric chambers for neurological disorders have been going on since 1998, its long 21 years for the families who need the best treatments for their sick children!

In the meantime, here are the questions that paralyze Health Canada and reverses their ridiculous and revolting warning and recall order:

- What is their definition of Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy?

- What is their definition of a portable hyperbaric chamber?

We demand to receive written copy of the text from their standard manuals that support their regulations on all categories of hyperbaric chambers. If they are using the UHMS definition of 1.4 ATA with 100% pure oxygen, this puts the portable chambers in a grey zone out of their illegal control.

- Why are they imposing standards and documents that are not required by the European Community (CE) for the certification of 1.3 ATA portable chambers?

- Why has the FDA approved 4 brands and multiple models that Health Canada have the nerve to label as dangerous without any proof of such serious claims?

- Who defines the recognized indications for HBOT as used in hospitals in Canada?
The UHMS right? An American organization, which lies about the benefits of low pressure that falls below their definition!! It is this bunch of liars who are dictating the indications to Health Canada and they have been blocking the installation of portable chambers in private clinics in Quebec and the rest of Canada for the last 20 years by falsely pretending that no study have proven the efficacy of a pressure of 1.3 ATA!

Many of these scumbags are considering a pressure of 1.3 ATA with ambient air (21% O2) as an inert placebo without therapeutical effects, but they very well know that this is a lie.

- Why has the UHMS never added new indication to their list of 14 for the last 40 years?

- Why are the UHMS members not conducting any study to advance the practice of the therapy that these liars and impostors are pretending to represent?

- Why are they dragging their feet during 20 years to add Cerebral Palsy and Autism urgently to liberate the families of these unfavorized and suffering children?

Because they are just an evil gang of heartless parasites who are protecting the profits of the Big Pharma crooks who are killing hundreds of thousands of people each year with their toxic and dangerous drugs and vaccines!

Health Canada is an accomplice in these deaths since it is their unwarranted licenses which ar causing the deaths of patients who are trusting the corrupt and ill-intentioned pseudo-authorities who are trying to impose the vaccine dogma to the entire population!

And while this is going on in Canada, another American organization – nothing less than the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), therefore the American equivalent of Health Canada has already approved 4 soft-shelled hyperbaric chamber brands working at 1.3 ATA and many models for each one. Thousands of Doctors and chiropractors can use them legally everywhere in the USA.

The UHMS is the most deeply involved organization in this conspiracy since they know the efficacy of hyperbaric therapy for Cerebral Palsy and Autism since at least 1996 with the work of Dr. Paul Harch and Dr. Richard Neubauer in the United States, and also for Multiple Sclerosis (MS) since at least 1980 because Dr. Jacques Henri Baixe treated 18,000 patients in France starting in 1967, and 60 community help centers in the UK and Ireland offer treatments to adults with MS and to children affected by Cerebral Palsy and Autism for 30 years!

And when the banksters were not able to stop the Quebec scientific study in 1999 nor the publication of the results in The Lancet in 2001, they opened the Magali Hyperbaric Clinic in 2001 to take control of the private field and scare
families against portable chambers! Pierre Brunet was the father of the directo
rand lawyer Lucie Brunet and they infiltrated the network from the start! Pierre
Brunet was the president of the board of the Caisse de Dépôts et de placements
du Québec just before the 40 billion dollars fraud in 2008 without investigation!
But he was also during the same years the president of the board for Montreal
International with all the most dangerous pharmaceutical companies in the
basket! We can’t make this stuff up, the rotten globalists are doing anything they
can to muzzle the truth about the portable chambers and 1.3 ATA pressure!

It is one thing to attempt to label 1.3 ATA with ambient air as an inert placebo
without therapeutical effects and to try to stop portable chambers, but why has
the UHMS never added Cerebral Palsy nor Autism to the list of accepted
indications with 1.5 ATA or more in the high pressure chambers certified by the
UHMS as early as 2001 since many studies and hundreds of clinics are proving
everyday in their practice that HBOT is effective for neurological disorders???
The UHMS members are doing scientific obstruction in the field they are
pretending to control!
And they want to eliminate portable chambers starting with this attack on October
25 in Canada!

And as if their case was not ugly enough already, many patients have a foot or
leg amputated everyday in hospitals when HBOT is recognized for gangrene and
“diabetic foot” but most patients never hear about Hyperbaric Therapy which
should be in every hospitals!

Disease Canada has no intentions of issuing licenses to low pressure portable
hyperbaric chambers because they vaporize the UHMS lies and the dogmas of
the criminal Rockefeller medicine!

The worst example of Quebec’s medical system corruption was delivered on a
plate with the debate between Dr. Pierre Marois and Dr. Ernest Prégent from the
College of rotten Physicians on December 2 2010 as outlined in this report from
October 27 2011:

◦ Troubling links of Dr. Ernest Prégent from the Quebec College of Physicians
with Merck (In french)
http://therapiehyperbare.com/fr/dossiers/2011-10-
27_liens_dr_ernest_pregent_merck_autisme.html

What is not written though is that I called the Investigation office of the College of
Physicians one hour after the interview on 98.5 FM Radio in Montreal to fill a
complaint against this puppet master in chief and he called me back to take my
complaint against him!
He worked for Merck’s public relation in 2003 to cover up the link between the
MMR vaccine and Autism!
Justice is not possible if we do not have Truth and all these Doctors and corpocrats are lying as they breathe!

The cause of diseases is known: the vaccines and poisons spreaded on our lives since the assault of the zionist Nazi pharmaceutical and chemical companies more than cent years ago!
Research is over since there are thousands of products and devices that immediately blow away the retarded medical model applied in every occidental hospitals for 1/4 of the actual costs!
But the bullshit stops here and now with the Medicine of the Future: Energy, frequency bioresonance, Oxygen, Hydrogen, structured water, biodynamic medicinal herbs and organic food!

+++++++++

And at the time when this report was being redacted, an inspector from Disease Canada sent us a letter by email on November 6 forbiding the sale and importation of these “unlicensed devices through one of our websites: www.energyfountains.com / www.fontainesdenergie.com
But we are not alone since 6 inspectors have harassed and intimidated all the manufacturers and their distributors as well as clinics offering purchasing, renting or treatment sessions with portable hyperbaric chambers and have forced them to stop their activities in the last month in Quebec anda cross Canada !!!

Integral Reproduction of the PDF titled:
Lettre_Fontaine D'energie_173797_EN.pdf

Medical Device Compliance Program
Regulatory Operations and Regions Branch
200 Blvd Rene-Levesque West,
Montreal, QC, H2Z 1X4

Wednesday, November 6 2019

Our reference : 173797
Fontaine d'Énergie
info@fontainesdenergie.com

Objet :
Purchase and use of unlicensed medical devices in clinics and healthcare facilities
Mr Gaumont,

The purpose of this letter is to advise you that soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers are Class III medical devices under the Medical Devices Regulations, and that no licence has been issued for these devices in Canada. The importation and sale of soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers is prohibited in Canada.

Health Canada issued a Public Advisory on October 25, 2019 informing Canadians that several clinics are using unlicensed soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers.

The Food and Drugs Act regulates medical devices to protect Canadians from health risks. The Medical Devices Regulations define specific standards and restrictions for medical devices and, under Section 26, prohibits the importation and sale of Class II, III, or IV medical device without a valid device licence. The Medical Devices Regulations can be found here: https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-98-282/

Health Canada assesses medical devices for their safety, quality and effectiveness before issuing a device licence. Should you use an unlicensed medical device on your clients, you may be compromising their health and safety, as well as that of your staff.

(DG : The same bullshit again! These devices are licensed in many countries where they were evaluated before you did so we are putting nobody’s security at risk!)

Health Canada advises all clinics and healthcare facilities to not use unlicensed medical devices.

To date, there have not been any medical device licences issued for soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers, as no manufacturer of these devices has provided safety, quality and supporting clinical effectiveness data for Health Canada’s review and consideration. Health Canada has not reviewed any labels and instructions for soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers.

As such, and in the absence of manufacturer’s evidence, Health Canada considers the risk of these unlicensed medical devices to be unacceptable.

(DG : What is unacceptable Mr. BigPharmaCanada Inc. Is that you lie as you breathe to the entire population as well as to the scientific community by trying to have people believe there are risks when there is none!)

Health Canada recommends that you cease using unlicensed soft-shelled hyperbaric chambers in your establishment.
(DG : I recommend that you refrain from giving us any recommandation since we do not submit to Devil’s servants that dare lying about a therapy for handicapped or sick children!)

A database of licensed medical devices in Canada is available here:
https://health-products.canada.ca/mdall-limh/index-eng.jsp
https://health-products.canada.ca/mdall-limh/index-eng.jsp

Should you have any questions please contact me directly.

Justin Houle
Inspector
Medical Devices Compliance Verification, East Region
Regulatory Operations and Regions Branch
Health Canada / Government of Canada
justin.houle@hc-sc.gc.ca /
Tel.: (514) 206

+++++++++

Our response:

December 27, 2019

Hi Mr. Houle,

As I told you, my call and the tone of my phone presentation was not directed to you but rather to the dirty liars, Nazis garbage, impostors and scientific fraudsters who have redacted the shitty hit-piece from October 25 so please do not take it personally. However, you are becoming an accomplice of serious crimes against sick children if you keep on blocking access to this therapy through illegal procedures which violates the Constitution.

I have been personally, commercially and politically involved in the development of Hyperbaric Therapy in Quebec since 2001 as a designer of portable and large size hyperbaric chambers, but I also began in 2001 the investigation on the medical and scientific fraud in the study of the efficacy of hyperbaric therapy for children affected by Cerebral Palsy as initiated by Dr. Pierre Marois in 1999, and I expose the conspiracy which involves tens of corrupt organizations like Health Canada who is hiding the truth on the real study results! The Fond de Recherche en santé du Québec, The College of physicians, the INESSS (previously AETMIS), many politicians, corpocrats and banksters and even Cerebral Palsy
organizations are equally sunk into this up to their ears… so go blow some compressed air and leave us alone in Peace!

I am informing you that we have been the target of sabotage and the company Energy Fountains was closed a few years ago. However, we are starting a few companies and organizations that will sell, import and export portable hyperbaric chambers on top of offering treatments in many family clinics everywhere in Quebec in total opposition to your damned bullshit regulations!

And I know that you have other websites that belong to us on your target list such as:
www.therapiehyperbare.com
www.oasismedecineverte.com
www.greenmedicineoasis.com

The satanic Deep State has done all it could to stop and torpedo all our efforts to open clinics offering a selection of the best alternative Energy medicine technologies in combination with portable hyperbaric chambers since 2003!

We are preparing the basis of a parallel holistic health care system that is the stepping stone of the Republic of Quebec which will be declared in 2020. Quebec is already Sovereign since the rigged Referendum in 1995 so you are not in your jurisdiction.

The Quebec Wellness Insurance Network is our constitutional shield against any attack from any institution which would attempt to impose on us a medical model to which we are totally opposed.

No agency, institution nor any government, Ministry, Minister, rotten judge who protects pedos, satanic freemason lawyers or other corrupt individual has the right, the authority nor the power to prevent us from treating and nourish our body and our children with the therapy or the products we choose.

We affirm and defend our Freedom of choice in health care and are the signatories of the Charter of Health Freedom assembled by constitutional lawyer Shawn Buckley and the NHPPA (www.nhppa.org) and which can be found on the network’s website at : www.rameq.ca

We will never abide by the Health Canada regulations in the field of portable hyperbaric chambers because we have been exposing since 2003 that this corrupt agency is involved in the fraud and conspiracy against Hyperbaric Therapy for children affected by Cerebral Palsy and Autism! And the last update is confirming that the same conspiracy is raging against those who are offering effective treatments to children affected by Autism caused by poisoned vaccines approved by Health Canada!
We reject your regulations and laws on a constitutional basis and will lose no
time arguing or discussing with Health Canada’s agents in Injustice courts as
there is a Deep State agenda and none of our arguments or studies are listened
to or recognized since 2001 so talk to yourself with the wall of your jail cell!

The disgusting attack by Health Canada against portable hyperbaric chambers,
their manufacturers, distributors and the clinics offering treatments to children is
a crime against Humanity, handicapped and sick children and their families!

We are recommending that you back off immediately as our report will expose
the Head of Health Canada as being guilty of infanticide!

Disease Canada and Canadian Government owes hundreds of millions of dollars
to the families you prevented from accessing miraculous therapy since at least
2001 and to whom you have caused years of suffering, desperation, sorrows,
misery, exhaustion, depression, divorces (80% of couples break up and the Mom
ends up alone with the dooming nightmare!), aggravation of the health status and
in many cases a premature death!

Please take note of this :
It is illegal and scandalous Mr. Houle to lie about an effective therapy for sick
children and Disease Canada has been guilty for at least 18 years on top of
censoring the truth about the studies that have proven this beyond any
reasonable doubt!
So do not come bother us with your twisted regulations and laws for which we
never voted! We have nothing to do with the tyranny of Nazi pharmaceutical
companies!

If you keep on harassing anyone in Quebec after today with your warnings and
ridiculous recalls, you will be personally accused and jailed as an accomplice of
the nazis scumbags running this evil agency that is poisoning the whole
population with the dirty satanic vaccines!
The infanticide you are participating in as an employee of Health Canada will
cost you excessively if you persist in your fraudulent attacks against the
promoters of compressed air tents totally safe and especially very effective!
You have been warned!

It is an excellent idea to leave this boat before it sinks Mr. Houle otherwise strap
your floating vest with Duct Tape because huge waves will be splashing Quebec
this year!

If you want to know why I am pumped up this much against this medical coup
d’etat, you just have to read my report to the end.

Have a good ride,
But as I was getting ready to call Mr. Houle on the morning of November 7, we finally caught the puppet masters in this conspiracy against 1.3 ATA soft-shelled portable chambers from the keyboard and words of one of the conspirators in the criminal organization which has been blocking Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy since 1967! The evil Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society (UHMS)!

www.uhms.org

The #1 exhibit incriminating the UHMS and its rotten physicians was published just in time to support our position!:

° MultiBrief - Investigational hyperbaric oxygen therapy indications
http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/content/investigational-hyperbaric-oxygen-therapy-indications/medical-allied-healthcare

Extracts about Multiple Sclerosis:

"I also told her that I didn't have a daughter, so I couldn't put myself in her position. But, even if I did have a daughter with that diagnosis, I would never put her into the hyperbaric chamber. There is no data to suggest that there would be any predictable positive outcome for any of the symptoms of MS. Hence, I admit to being heartless, even to my own family."

"You can see that well-meaning parents/patients, who have been given a particularly bad diagnosis ... like MS, autism, chronic fatigue syndrome, and
others ... will do anything to better the condition of self or loved ones. Unfortunately, these diagnoses fit into a category that we will describe below. This category pulls together diagnoses that are implausible, disproved, or have no quality evidence supporting use of HBOT."

DG : What an unbelievable level of hypocrisy! The comments of this twisted physician are not only a pile of lies but are extremely revolting considering his functions for the UHMS! They ‘demon-strate’ that they completely ignore and do not consider any of the studies published since 2001 for Cerebral Palsy and Autism! The categorization of the ‘Off label’ indications in 3 sections is stunning because they indicate that Cerebral Palsy and Autism are classified as totally implausible! See the summary profile at the end of his incriminating article exposing him as a ‘gate keeper’ and a black magician controlled by Big Pharma! :

“Eugene R. Worth, MD, M.Ed., FABA, ABPM/UHM is a board-certified anesthesiologist specialized in cardiac and vascular anesthesia. He is a wound care and hyperbaric physician, and Advisor/Editor of WoundReference, Inc., a clinical and reimbursement decision support platform for wound care and hyperbaric clinicians. Dr Worth is the recipient of a number of awards and distinctions in undersea and hyperbaric medicine. He has been a physician surveyor for the UHMS Accreditation Team and a reviewer for the journal, Undersea and Hyperbaric Medicine. He is a physician member of the UHMS Safety Committee. He has written multiple publications and book chapters for topics in hyperbaric medicine.”

DG : His resume points out that he is directly involved in the cover up because he could not be that ignorant of the evidences accumulated in the last 20 years!

Regarding his comments for Multiple Sclerosis, the Doctor chose like his corrupt partners in crime at the UHMS to deliberately ignore the reported evidences in the UK and Ireland in the network of 60+ community treatment centers for persons affected by MS which has been in operation for more than 30 years: https://www.msntc.org.uk/find-a-centre/

The book by one of the leaders in this field Dr. Philip James who is an expert in MS is refering to it:

And what can be said about 18,000 cases of MS treated by Dr. Jacques Henri Baixe as reported in his book ‘La Médecine Bleue’ (Blue Medicine) published in 1984! :
http://therapiehyperbare.com/fr/biblio.html
November 30, 2019


Discover why this diving medicine physician was pushed aside like the other specialists mentioned in the study in question for the last 36 years!

All the diseases caused by vaccines can be treated with Hyperbaric Therapy but the pioneers and true experts are muzzled since 1967 by the UHMS and their international accomplices like MedSubHyp in France!

The truth about the benefits of HBOT according to Dr. Baixe’s protocol has been known since before 1983 but it has been hidden by the Multiple Sclerosis Associations because they are all infiltrated by pharmaceutical companies!!

We know that the Hep B vaccine is causing MS so there is a recurring pattern to lie against all the therapies that expose the lie of vaccination and which are reversing the damages done by this criminal and evil practice!

I am furious against the bunch of hypocrites in the MS Associations because my Grand-father died of MS when my Dad was 7 around 1940 and my Grand-mother told me it was caused by the Hep B vaccine back then. I have been the witness of her descent towards the ‘exit’ and into Alzheimer after the H1N1 vaccine in 2010 and the Hospice have dried her up prematurely in 2012 20 days before she would have reach 99… My aunt died a year before after MS complications…

My father died of cancer in December 2018 and was suffering from Alzheimer, so he forgot to call me and I found out 3 weeks later… They all received many vaccines but were never able to try any of the devices that I have been presenting in Quebec since 2000 without success as I have been the target of the worst sabotages.

Even Professor Luc Montagnier is now criticizing vaccines and points the finger at this evil vaccine which causes Multiple Sclerosis and the others responsible for Sudden Infant Death Syndrome! Not surprisingly, this article is trying to paint him as a ‘quack’:


Take another look at this page for the articles exposing the conspiracy to ‘fudge’ studies for MS: [www.therapiehyperbare.com/fr/dossiers/sclerose_plaques.html](http://www.therapiehyperbare.com/fr/dossiers/sclerose_plaques.html)
And here is the response by Dr. Pierre Marois sent to the inspector Justin Houle on the night of November 7 2019:

Hi mr. Houle,

Thank you for spending time to talk today and for sending me the contact information of the Office of medical materials at Health Canada. I will contact them quickly.

I know very well that you have a very specific mandate, but I want to ask you once again, to you and your collegues, to consider the extremely negative impacts of your letters and recall on the wellbing of many hundreds of Quebec families. I also know that you are in no way responsible of the warning that has been issued but I must highlight some facts for you.

Already, following your actions and pressure, pressurized air tents used by these families with important benefits for their children, have been recalled by the service suppliers. And this, to the great misfortune and desperation of these children and families that had noticed (as had all our studies which were published in fact) the important positive effects on the evolution of their children affected by neurological conditions.

I already knew the very ill-advised opinion of Health Canada on the use of hyperbaric chambers published for more than 15 years. However, I did not believe that the update would be even farther from the reality and the truth. It is totally false, alarmist and extremely detrimental. Compressed air tents cannot cause damages more important than an airplane flight between Montreal and Quebec. The pressure gradient is very low, there is no additional oxygen, no explosion risk, no dental problems... and especially no death (contrary to airplane)! This is what was mentioned in the warning though. I accompany many families as a physician that you scared with this warning and this, in a very irresponsible manner.

Your rush (Health Canada) to intervene that quickly by claiming that these products are now illegal is astonishing, considering that:

1. These tents or chambers have been used for more than 20 years on several hundreds of thousands of people and never caused the lesions you are describing and have never been considered as a medical device. If you (Health Canada) want to do it, I am convinced that the manufacturers of these devices will be able to meet the standards and ask for the required licensing, since the two Quebec companies which are manufacturing them are actually producing the devices that carries the highest quality standards in the World! However, they will need to have the time required to obtain your license.
2. The Quebec government has committed to reimburse the treatment sessions (renting) in these devices for children who have a cerebral injury, starting next spring.

3. The provincial and federal governments, already offer specific tax credits for this treatment, for neurological conditions, for more than 12 years!!! The parents don't even need a prescriptions!!

4. Those who do not believe in the efficacy of this approach (even with conclusive studies and data) have as their lone argument the fact that it is in fact a placebo!! Do you issue licenses for placebo treatments (inert and inactive....) and how, all of a sudden, a placebo treatment could cause death?

In order to avoid that hundreds of families (close to a thousand) who are benefiting from this approach are prevented of the access because of the sudden application and very agressive of measures aimed to enforce the erroneous stance of Health Canada, I am asking you to schedule a transition period or tolerance during which the families will be able to benefit from the renting or purchase of these chambers, while the licenses (if they are required, for are they medical devices?) can be issued.

I make this request in the name of these families who are already restricted in their rights, and who have been unjustly scared by a totally erroneous, irresponsible, non-signed and non-documented warning.

I am ready to meet any auditor from Health Canada and share my experience and expertise in this field, since I treat more than a thousand children affected by Cerebral Palsy and I was the initiator of many studies with this approach, all published in leading medical journals.

Thank you again for your time and involvement in this dossier.

Sincerely,

Pierre Marois Md, FRCP (C),
Physiatrist
Clinical Assistant-Professor
Pediatry Department
CHU Ste-Justine

+++++++++
DG: A thousand Thanks to this courageous physician for the bulk of his work and efforts since 1998 to receive the acceptance and recognition of the benefits of this therapy for the children and adults affected by Cerebral Palsy!

These recent articles are closing the cake holes of the clowns at the UHMS and other disinformation agents:

December 18, 2006
° Autism and hyperbaric therapy - A crisis to resolve

February 14, 2013

A Primer of Hyperbaric Therapy for Parents

By Dr. Kenneth Stoller, ex-president of the International Hyperbaric Medical Association

www.energyfountains.com/hbt/articles/2013-02-14_primer_hbot_for_parents.html

It is however the two articles published on March 29 and 31 2018 in the online Journal of Montreal which are confirming that the cover up and manipulation are still going on in 2018 with misleading electoral promises:

March 29, 2018
° Hope for parents of children affected by Cerebral Palsy (In french)

March 31, 2018
° Testimony for the recognition of the hyperbaric treatment (In french)

April 10, 2014
° Cerebral Palsy: The hyperbaric treatment is effective (In french)

° Study Reaffirms Effectiveness of HBOT in Cerebral Palsy
http://www.hbot.com/article/study-reaffirms-effectiveness-hbot-cerebral-palsy?rt=1&cn=ZmxeGlibGVfcmVjc18y&refsrc=email&iid=de
December 1, 2017
- Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy, new weapon against neurological and environmental diseases (In french)

Click here for the studies about Cerebral Palsy:
http://therapiehyperbare.com/fr/dossiers/paralysie_cerebrale.html

And here are some important articles published these recent years on the benefits of hyperbaric therapy for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) in veterans, starting with this one that sheds evidence on the fact that another shameful organized cover-up is underway for its use for this indication:

February 8, 2013
- Access Denied: Veterans affected by TBI and PTSD are being prevented from recovering with Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT)
www.therapiehyperbare.com/en/2013-02-08_access_denied_veterans_prevented_from_hbot_for_tbi_ptsd.html

January 14, 2018
- HBOT by Dr. Harch Shows Improvement in Veterans with Brain Damage

January 26, 2018
- Could hyperbaric treatment heal the brain?
Yes of course oxygen under pressure is helping in healing the brain!
It needs to be noted sadly however that Dr. Cifu, whose erroneous comments are reported to cover up the true results of the study he directed for the veterans, is just a lia and conspirator opposed to hyperbaric therapy for wounded veterans which is effective even with ambient air at 1.3 ATA (4.3 PSI). The gangsters at the UHMS, the FDA, US Defense and Big Pharma have tried to have us swallow the same fraud they attempted in the 1999-2000 Quebec study for children affected by Cerebral Palsy, i.e. try to force the belief on the public and the medical community that 1.3 ATA with ambient air (21% oxygen) is a inert placebo without therapeutical effects… but it is totally false!

May 2, 2018
- Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy could be a way to heal veterans with traumatic brain injuries

The cost for a one hour hyperbaric treatment in a VA hospital could be $800 to $6000! They just need to use portable hyperbaric chambers but Tom Fox does not talk about it nor about the organized conspiracy against this therapy… It has been going on for 20 years and this bunch of hypocrites are coming here to tell us that it is because of the high cost that it is not accepted? Dirty liar! The portable chambers are the only viable and affordable solution especially in combination with other devices offering spectacular effects like Pulsed ElectroMagnetic Field Therapy!

November 29, 2017
- VA to offer hyperbaric oxygen treatments for PTSD, despite doubts

  - Hyperbaric Oxygenation Therapy Now Available For Arizona Veterans
    https://kjzz.org/content/633424/hyperbaric-oxygenation-therapy-now-available-arizona-veterans

December 6, 2017
- VA Allows Potential PTSD Treatment, Praised By American Legion

  - Chuck Norris covers astonishing results of new therapy:
Efforts continue to make HBOT a primary care for veterans:  
https://connect.hyperbaricmedicalsolutions.com/blog/efforts-continue-to-make-hbot-a-primary-care-for-veterans

Tucson veteran with PTSD swears by hyperbaric therapy, hopes to make it commonplace  

May 28, 2015

All the right moves: the need for the timely use of hyperbaric oxygen therapy for treating TBI/CTE/PTSD  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4512112/

To discover the details of the conspiracy and scientific fraud against hyperbaric therapy orchestrated by the medical pharmaceutical establishment since 1998, visit the website of our association:  
www.therapiehyperbare.com

But we have hit the jackpot of conspiracies on November 13 and 15 when another vaccine-reaching group from the Canadian Society of Pediatrics invited themselves as co-conspirators by attacking alternatives therapies that can help to reverse the diagnostic of children affected by Autism… such as Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy of course!:

November 13, 2019
New guidelines aim to warn parents about unproven autism treatments  

"The Canadian Pediatric Society has created new guidelines to advise doctors on how to work with parents seeking alternative, sometimes unproven, treatment for children with autism."

November 15, 2019
What pediatricians should know about diagnosing autism  
https://www.contemporarypediatrics.com/autism/what-pediatricians-should-know-about-diagnosing-autism
“With an ever-widening set of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) interventions being promoted for ASD, and confusion over what is experimental and what is evidence based, Shulman reminded pediatricians to ask families about all the treatments they are accessing for their children. If you don’t ask, you may not hear about the various treatments families are utilizing,” she said.

“Whereas some CAM treatments are quite safe, others may pose risk such as hyperbaric oxygen, chelation, immunoglobulins, stem cell therapies, bleach therapy, and so on. Building on a trusted relationship, pediatricians can be a resource to families to help them sort out safe and effective choices.”

DG : Wow ! Hyperbaric Oxygenation takes the pole on the list of therapies which presents risks!! The only risk that comes with the hyperbaric chamber for the fraudulent dogmas of the Canadian Society of Pediatrics is to expose the lie and the dangers of vaccination! Vaccines are causing micro-vascular strokes blocking the oxygen supply to many organs including the brain, which can consequently cause loss of language as it turns out with many children! And as the studies on Strokes have proven, it is possible to reactivate the areas of the brain that are responsible for language by simply supplying oxygen under pressure.

The prescription to heal the twisted mind of these gangsters is to read the article by Dr. Kenneth Stoller, ex-president of the International Hyperbaric Medical Association:

February 14, 2013

A Primer of Hyperbaric Therapy for Parents

www.energyfountains.com/hbt/articles/2013-02-14_primer_hbot_for_parents.html

This negative bias against the most effective solutions coming from the Canadian Society of Pediatrics is sending the frightening message that this organization is controlled by liars pushing Big Pharma propaganda! No children are safe under the care of pediatricians who apply the vaccine mandates!

“Noting ongoing public concern about vaccination and ASD, Shulman also reviewed the literature on this topic, including the most recent nationwide cohort study that included more than 657,000 children born in Denmark. “Consistent with previous research, the authors of the Danish study determined that their findings support the conclusion that the measles/mumps/rubella vaccine does not increase the risk for autism or trigger it in susceptible children,” she said.”
DG : Oh you mean that the Canadian Society of Pediatrics is relying on this study to claim there are no links ?? Oh really ??:

The big problem Miss Pharmasellout is that they refer to non-vaccinated kids with the MMR but they received other vaccines! No study have ever compared children who never received any vaccine at all from birth. The only thing we can conclude with this phony study is that it proves these corrupt physicians are playing with numbers to support the lie that no study proved a link between vaccines and Autism…
But the evil witch Schulman looks like the liar she is with this article which blows up her balloon by exposing the incredible flaws in this fraudulent study with the involvement of vaccine manufacturers like Merck and GSK! She is therefore an accomplice of infanticide! :

◦ A Scientist's Rebuttal to the Danish Cohort Study
https://www.focusforhealth.org/scientists-rebuttal-to-danish-cohort-study/

Conclusion of his analysis?? :
" With these issues, this paper cannot be relied upon as evidence that the MMR vaccine does not cause autism."

And another critic is shedding light on more conflicts of interest with Eli Lily (as in Thimerosal!) and Pfizer! :
◦ An Autopsy on Hviid et al. 2019’s MMR_Vaccine Science-Like Activities
https://jameslyonsweiler.com/2019/03/05/an-autopsy-on-hviid-et-al-2019s-mmr-vaccine-science-like-activities/

End of discussion, vaccine pushers are going behind bars! That makes quite a bunch of rotten scumbags to send to prison!

On page 2 she slips this phrase that tells it all:
“Once the diagnosis is made, Shulman provided important information about identification and management of common co-occurring conditions, addressing questions about integrative, complementary, and alternative medications, and ways to inform parents about the lack of association between vaccines and ASD.”

DG : The perfect little propaganda manual of Big Pharma satanic Rockefeller medicine that is hammered into the heads of pediatricians and the medical education system! It is mentally sick and this medicine must be eradicated completely as soon as possible! We cannot let this gang of satanist physicians pushing toxic vaccines put their dirty hands on children and establish the basis of family medicine any longer!
There is a race of satanic freemasonic evil physicians and corrupt corporcrats who consider that there is too many people on Earth and who are aiming at depopulation and it’s these twisted vampires who are establishing the politics in Health Care… These creatures without soul nor heart have nothing to do of the faith of sick or handicapped children! The population of Quebec really needs to get this in their head and stop listening to the mainstream radios and its shitty TV stations like Radio-Canada and TVA with their marxist zionist globalist mind-control which repeats lies 24/7!! They are all infiltrated by the CIA in Operation Mockingbird and are promoting the corrupt Big Pharma medical system!

This action by the association of pediatricians is horrifying as the fraud of the evil vaccinale mandate keeps on rolling only because all officials keep on lying to save the Big Business of $50 Billions in vaccine per year that brings $500 billions in drug sales!
And which makes more than half of the population sick and suffers and lives less longer than when they will have access to the Medicine of the Future that is already available and will lands in Quebec this year!

It is quite strange that 3 official medical organizations are all spitting the same discourse:

- No study have proven the efficacy of Hyperbaric Therapy with low or high pressure and compressed air or 100% pure oxygen for Autism nor for Cerebral Palsy;
- There is no evidence of positive results justifying the addition of Autism or Cerebral Palsy to the list of recognized indications;
- Hyperbaric chambers are risky;
- Many alternatives therapies have no efficacy for Autism;
- No study have proven a link between vaccines and autism;
- Many studies have proven that vaccines are safe and effective and that they have no link with Autism.

But all these claims are false!
Hyperbaric Therapy and the best solutions for sick children represent a titanic threat against the trillions of dollars sucked by the Rockefeller médico-pharmaceutical Cartel: Poison, cut and burn!
They all lie because this medical system really likes to cut the skin of humans and recycle their blood and organs on top of sticking needles with toxic potions in their veins!
It is therefore a damned bunch of satanic vampires who are in control of hospitals in North America!
So any threat to their business and fraudulent dogmas is constantly crushed and attacked by corrupt authorities and the assault against Hyperbaric Therapy is the worst example!

++++++++++
A first Red Alert of terrorist disinformation from the vaccine pushers opposed to holistic treatments for Autism was published a month before Health Canada’s attack… and this article is shamefully backed by a national Autism organization!

September 27, 2019

◦ Scam Science
https://psuvanguard.com/scam-science/

Excerpts:

“Not all pseudoscience is harmless, but a portion of it lacks sound logic and preys on the most vulnerable. Traditional herbal remedies aren’t hurting anyone. In fact, many modern-day medicines are rooted in ancient treatments. The problem is anti-scientific claims of healing that sell to vulnerable populations. As defined by Merriam-Webster, pseudoscience is a collection of beliefs or practices mistakenly regarded as being based on scientific method. Pseudoscience such as faith healing, naturopathy and homeopathy can have dangerous effects or can sometimes be a downright scam.”

“There are several pseudoscience remedies which claim to cure conditions such as AIDS, autism, cancer and diabetes. The anti-vaxxer movement, which includes the belief that vaccinations cause autism, is rooted in pseudoscience. It tends to be one of the prevalent conditions that breed bogus cures brought on by anti-science followers.”

“The FDA non-exhaustive list of debunked claims includes more than 187 bogus cures that run from “energy-based” to “spiritual healing.” “Other claims involve hyperbaric oxygen therapy, cannabis oil, shark cartilage, ketogenic diets and baking soda: the point of that matter being all of them have been proven to either have no impact on the deadly disease or in some cases cause further harm.”

Our response:

No impact or cause further harm ??
What kind of twisted and false arguments these were!
The authors of this article, as in many, are dirty liars and CIA agents or other satanic agency of the same order who are launching a mercenary attack against all the natural and alternative treatments and products that can reverse Autism for good while vaporizing the lies and dogmas of the corrupt medical system which pushes poisonous vaccines and toxic psychiatric medications for children!
This article is in fact exposing the strings of the real pseudo-science pulled by the evil banksters and eugenists who are using vaccination to reduce populations by generating disease! We really don’t care about what the criminals at the FDA are saying, thinking or writing since this agency is one of the most corrupt organization in the United States aside from the CDC!

The entire protocol of all departments in each hospital in Quebec is shaken or swiped away only with Hyperbaric Therapy so imagine the combination of a selection of the best frequency medicine devices coming from Russia and Germany!

+++++++

And now let’s trash once and for all the very evil subject of vaccines that causes Autism and many diseases!

Vaccines are a fraud and a biological weapon of war and therefore a crime against Humanity! People must snap out of Big Pharma’s fog of bullshit because the vaccine pushers are preparing a mandatory mass vaccination for Ebola with a new vaccine and many more vaccine assaults are underway!

December 23, 2019
Whooping cough outbreak sweeps through Texas school with 100% vaccination rate, PROVING that vaccines don’t work (yet again) https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-12-24-tudewhooping-cough-outbreak-sweeps-through-texas-school-with-vaccination-rate.html

‘’In fact, research cited in today's article shows that vaccines actually cause an increase in infections among children who are vaccinated.
In other words, vaccines spread infectious disease.’’

‘’This simple, stunning realization contradicts all the false promises, fake science and malicious propaganda of the vaccine industry, which absurdly insists that all vaccines work all the time and that no children are ever harmed by vaccines.’’

December 22, 2019
Video interview with Maryam Henein from Honey Colony about the vaccine assault and the public authorities corruption to push the vaccine biological warfare against Humanity!!
◦ Measles Vaccine "Emergency" - Is the Samoan Measles Outbreak fabricated?
Read her article from December 11, 2019:

◦ Is The Samoan Measles Outbreak Fabricated? Mass Vaccination Prevails/ Inquiry Shelved
https://www.honeycolony.com/article/samoan-measles-outbreak/

‘’Vaccinate With Confidence
While this is located all the way at the end of the story, the CDC’s new Vaccinate With Confidence campaign is newsworthy and frightening. It is a perfect example as to how the Ministry of Truth (a reference to 1984) is rewriting history and turning truths into myth. In the meanwhile, we are losing our sovereignty.’’

“Vaccinate with Confidence is CDC’s strategic framework to strengthen vaccine confidence and prevent outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases in the United States.”

DG: See the data below on children’s health status as they receive more and more vaccines:

‘’The decline in children's health is completely unacceptable. Many parents link their child’s health decline to environmental toxins (including vaccines). Here are the facts:

• One in every 2 American children is chronically ill;
• One in every 2 13-18 year olds in the U.S. has been diagnosed with at least one mental health disorder;
• One in every 3 of U.S. children suffer from anxiety disorders;
• One in every 6 American children has a developmental disorder;
• One in every 8 American children requires special education services;
• One in every 11 American children has ADHD;
• One in every 12 American children has asthma;
• One in every 13 American children has food allergies including deadly peanut allergies;
• One in every 36 American children has autism;
• More than 15,000 children have been diagnosed with cancer in 2019;
• 47% of American children are more likely to die before adulthood than children living in other developed countries.’’

Source:
Children’s Health Defense Wishing You and Your Family a Healthy, Happy Holiday! (December 20, 2019)
Dirty vaccines are proof that the RISKS outweigh the benefits – a look into the health repercussions from vaccines over the past 75 years

“(Natural News) Many people still believe today that Dr. Jonas Salk was the “God” of cult pharmacology because he invented the polio vaccine. But did he? In actuality, all he did was conduct illegal medical experiments on mental patients, while the steady decline of mortality from infectious diseases was instantly (and falsely) credited to him by the pharma complex in the aftermath of WWII.
During that era in the United States, if you were mentally disabled, orphaned, Jewish or Black, then you were the perfect guinea pig for the Allopathic medicine regime. Vaccines have always been claimed to be the holy grail of US medicine, totally faith-based and the end goal always stated as for “the greater good,” just like Hitler said.”

“ Even super-creepy lab-geek and child witch-doctor, Dr. Paul Offit of CHOP (Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia) uses deadly pig virus strains, called circo-virus I and II, in the Rotateq Rotavirus vaccine he concocted to force children’s intestines into knots, putting their lives at risk. This greedy lunatic, Dr. Offit, admits himself that even the licensing issued by the FDA is fraudulent. These psychopaths are so arrogant they can’t keep track of their own sick lies.”

“ You cannot debate or question vaccines online or on the news or they will cut you off, de-fund you, ban you, blacklist you, bankrupt you, and make sure no one can find you. One California radio station went so far as to censor vaccine information just before a mandatory vaccination vote. That’s dirty politics mixed with dirty medicine. Big Pharma is in complete control of American medicine, every vaccine invented over the past 75 years has more risks than benefits, and the cumulative effect of toxins is what does the most damage.”

“Now watch this short video featuring Dr. Ted Koren, and have your mind BLOWN AWAY regarding the truth about studies run on vaccines:

#CDCWhistleblower William Thompson Issues Historic Statement
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PL222DC1C55105AE2&v=JSIOOHGXssE

DG : Nothing to add Mr. Judge of the Canadian Society of Pedo-attray!
Except for the following articles!
This article by an American nurse is the testimony we needed to outlaw vaccination in Quebec immediately and we are requesting an intervention by the US Marines to send vaccine pushers in jail as soon as possible!

December 9, 2019
◦ Neonatal nurse says government-mandated vaccines are “destroying an entire generation of children”

See this devastating study published in April 2018 by Mike Adams of Texas about what is happening in Canada:
◦ Stunning finding reveals autism is highest in areas with the highest vaccination rates

The most urgent crisis we must solve in Quebec is that we have the largest population of children affected by Autism in Canada, and Quebec is also the third most vaccinated population in Canada, after Labrador, Newfoundland and Prince-Edward Island which combined population is less than 800,000 whereas Quebec has over 8 million inhabitants. The US CDC must be stopped and dismantled as we know everything they push about vaccines are just filthy lies and evil propaganda while the rise in vaccine court injury compensations (4 Billion $ paid so far!), scientific studies and the devastating numbers of children who changed overnight clearly identify vaccines as the cause of sickness increase within the most vulnerable population.

And another damaging evidence came from the US Congress:

February 19, 2019
◦ Dr. Brian Hooker’s bombshell testimony before Congress reveals how MMR vaccines INCREASE deaths from measles

But still, this diabolical tyranny is ramping up against Freedom of Choice, basic logic and true Science:

February 24, 2019
◦ Abandoning science in favour of coercion, FDA Pharma mob bosses demand U.S. states eliminate vaccine exemptions… or else
And then this came out on March 11 2019:

- Facebook announces medical FASCISM rule: All content that contradicts the corrupt vaccine industry will be BANNED

- Secret agenda: Globalists are using vaccines and pesticide-laden food to kill off Humanity

"There’s a mass population reduction scheme underway, but it’s not because the world’s too crowded or there’s “not enough food” to feed the masses. The Deep State government wants complete control of you and your children, and that’s easier to accomplish if everyone is living in a cloud, sick and confused, malnourished and toxic."

"It’s cancer awareness month all across the USA. Turn everything pink and “march for the cure” by eating KFC chicken, drinking Mike’s Hard Lemonade, and praying the multi-billion-dollar-a-year sick care system will find a cure for your toxic food and beverage disease. Not likely to happen, ever.
The more GMO food you eat and the more scam-o-gram mammograms you get, the more likely you get cancer and die from it. The more hydrogenated oil you eat and mercury you have injected into your muscle tissue, the more likely you’ll die from heart failure, cancer, and dementia. It’s all pink-washing in full effect, and the long-term goal is population control. Get it?"

And to expose the most disgusting satanic science on which vaccination is based, read this new article by Mike Adams!

October 4, 2019

- MEDICAL HORROR  Genetic sequencing of common vaccine finds entire male human genome from aborted human baby… “a complete individual genome” with abnormal, modified genes… 560 genes linked to cancer
“Yet, amazingly, almost no member of the public is aware that aborted human fetal cells are routinely used in vaccines. The lying fake news media insists such talk is a “conspiracy theory,” even as the CDC, FDA and vaccine manufacturers openly declare the ingredient is being used in numerous vaccines.”

“Now, a laboratory in Italy has carried out a complete genome sequencing of this MRC-5 cell line that’s deliberately inserted into multiple vaccines. What they’ve found is beyond shocking… it’s horrifying. As explained by Children’s Health Defense:

….. 560 cancer genes, abnormal DNA, genetic “modification” of potentially hazardous genes, yet mandated to be injected into every child….”

See the article for the full extent of the vaccine delirium!!

You must know what ingredients are in the vaccines!

And to put an end to 100 years of vaccine lies and fraud, see the dementia and delirium of the corrupt vaccine pushers who are trying to eliminate parental inform consent with the dangerous Gardasil vaccine from Merck!! The hunting season for Nazis scumbags is open!

December 1, 2019

◦ New York Considers Requiring Children to Take Vaccines for Sexually-Transmitted HPV (Human Papillomavirus) in Order to Attend School

“The legislation would allow the vaccine to be given to children born after 2008 without requiring that their parents agreement or even knowledge about the shots.”

DG : What? Against parental consent??? Yes the marxist scumbags, Demoncraps and Liberals want to destroy families by making all children sick with their damned filthy and toxic vaccines!
“Lead sponsor Brad Hoylman, a Democratic state lawmaker whose husband owns stock in pharmaceutical company Merck (maker of the HPV vaccine Gardasil), declares that the shot is “safe and effective.” Merck is promoting the shot to males as well as females, ages 9 to 45. Merck stands to profit by as much as $7 billion by 2025.”

DG: Wow! The great family of shareholders from vaccine manufacturers… here’s who is passing laws to poison the population with their crap from Hell!

“As I reported in March, social media kingpins in America have launched a crackdown on “anti-vaccine” speech by rigging search results and algorithms. A Pinterest insider confirmed to me recently that the image-sharing network’s targeting of moms who shared negative memes and information about adverse vaccine reactions was the “canary” in the free speech coal mine. Facebook and Instagram also actively suppress vaccine-critical posts and re-direct them to government sources promoting vaccine mandates. One fact they aren’t linking: $4 billion has been paid by the federal government to adults and kids harmed by vaccines.”

November 28, 2019
- Big Tech is now banning ALL “unauthorized comments” about vaccines, including vaccine ingredients, side effects, autism, etc. – censorship is about way more than just politics!

October 29, 2019
- Vaxxed2 documentary producers release devastating information about America’s hidden vaccine injury epidemic “A war zone” of dead children

- The anti-vaxxers who are contesting the Ontario Law would have little chances of success (In french)
https://www.msn.com/fr-ca/actualites/quebec-canada/les-anti-vaccins-qui-contestent-la-loi-ontarienne-auraient-peu-de-chances-de-succ%C3%A8s/ar-AAJvWIF?ocid=spartandhp

The truth is that the Constitution protects us from the Deep State’s lies and conspiracies and the time has come to extirpate these damned bloody parasites who are hiding under the cover of the perverted pseudo-science of rotten eugenist physicians.
New calls emerge for "anti-vaxxers" to be thrown in re-education camps while their children are kidnapped and their homes seized

"(Natural News) If you disagree with the medical establishment’s lies about vaccines, you have no right to exist in society at all, say pro-vaccine authoritarian tyrants. In case you were wondering what the real plans are for people who oppose the quack science dogma of the vaccine industry and its child murdering vaccine advocates, look no further than today’s rant from anti-Trump neocon Rick Wilson.

"Anti-vaxxers are a scourge and a strong argument for re-education camps, the immediate seizure of their property, and putting their children into protective custody," tweeted Rick Wilson (@TheRickWilson), a neo-con Republican strategist and so-called "never Trumper."

"This demand sums up the medical police state tyranny and anti-human authoritarianism that characterizes vaccine advocates, almost all of whom are “medical child molesters” who maim children for profit. They quite literally seek to throw parents in concentration camps if they refuse to have their children injected with nearly a hundred toxic vaccines that contain neurotoxic substances such as aluminum, squalene, mercury, aborted human fetal tissue, formaldehyde and even complete DNA sequences of aborted human babies whose genes were genetically engineered to cause cancer."

And here is what happens to courageous activists who are exposing their crimes against Humanity!

November 30, 2019

USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Jaynes, who penned thrillers exposing the murderous vaccine deep state, found shot to death

And the Bomb that is scaring the vaccine pushing gangsters! :

Cancer and Autism: Mysterious Deaths of Alternative Health Doctors Who Have Real Cures Not Approved by the FDA

Doctors are Being Killed for Saving Your Children ~ Most Urgent!!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYvLPCze_So
Dr. Jeff Bradstreet was the most popular physician in the US for reversing Autism in children he was treating in his Florida clinic and he was working on GCMAF, but he was found floating in a river with a bullet in his chest! He had two children affected by Autism and he was an expert with low pressure Hyperbaric Therapy and he participated in the most important study for Autism… More than 80 physicians and holistic therapists who were working on GCMAF have been murdered / suicided since 2015 by the Big Pharma mafia because psychiatry is threatened by the alternative solutions exposing the vaccination fraud and the fact that this diabolical practice is causing Autism and much worse!

Vaccines are a fraud that the Quebec Republic will ban totally for the whole population. Listen to the following video with Del BigTree and come out of the fog! :

November 7, 2019
○ TAKING SHOTS: HOW THE BRAVE FIGHT BACK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXOg7lLnyoas

The pharmaceutical companies are corrupt and tamper with their own studies to have their filthy shots by the FDA and Disease Canada which are running no independant testing!!! The federal and provincial governments are lying to the population about vaccines and are trying to impose vaccination to the entire population! Do you understand that the satanic United Nations agenda is applied in Quebec by the elected politicians and the non-elected corrupt corpocrats???

And once again, the Autism Foundation is doing nothing and is in bed with the devil i.e. the vampire physicians and psychiatrists in control of the field of Autism while pushing toxic off-label (without studies) medications!!! The pharmaceutical tyranny at its worst right in your face! Do you see the child-eating Dragon? These rotten scumbags are running all the hospitals so do not expect the best treatments for sick children in Quebec!

And these psychopats are in charge of the field of Autism! We must remove this diagnostic from mental health urgently! Children affected by Autism are suffering from a biomedical problem caused by vaccines and they need a profound cellular detoxication and DNA reset, rather than from having a specific “mental state” which requires psychiatric medications and specialized education, end of discussion, and we have the proofs and the solutions to reverse it so the gangsters from the pharmaceutical mafia can go hide in their hole for eternity!
All these satanic and criminal organizations are rallying to stop the promoters of solutions to reverse Autism but this conspiracy is giving us at the same coup d’etat the lega land constitutional shield to establish a parallel holistic health care system which will offer access to the best therapies and products, licensed or not!

Energy Medicine and Oxygen Therapies are eliminating 80% of surgeries and 100% of pharmaceutical poisons while vaporizing the vaccination fraud all together!
So it’s not surprising that the agents of the Beast are attacking the portable hyperbaric chambers with a scandalous recall order less than 3 weeks after the announcement of the TESLA-WAVE Campaign for families of children affected by Autism as well as wounded veterans: www.tesla-wave.com

There is clearly evidence of obstruction against our efforts to inform the population because we have huge contacts with some well-known artists from Quebec who are standing up for the cause and they reach the whole population…

The manufacturers and vaccine pushers will be jailed in 2020 because they are serving the globalist depopulation agenda (banksters) by poisoning the children under the cover of health and science!

These two reports published in September 2018, one week before the rigged election on October 1st are setting the table for the clean-up of the corruption swamp that’s running Quebec into gangrene:

◦ The Quebec Ministry of Disease and the College of Physicians are guilty of causing the epidemic of Autism and deaths with the poisonous vaccines! (In french)

◦ Warning to pedophiles, freemasons and satanists of Quebec: The draining of the swamp begins!

November 8, 2019
◦ Making the case that many Democrats are no longer human, but rather biological vessels of “Demonic Obsession”
“Fallen angels are hard at work, controlling the media, the realm of “science,” the vaccine industry, public education, Hollywood and more. This is why satanism, pedophilia, violence and bloodlust are shoved in your face every day, via pop culture, mainstream media and violence on the streets. “If it bleeds, it leads” is the mantra of the media, and that’s because they are run by bloodthirsty demons who seek to use their platforms to psychologically terrorize every conscious human being on our planet.”

DG : We will no longer let a bunch of freakin satanists poison our lives in Quebec!

September 22, 2019
◦ Justin Trudeau: Mind-Controlled Illuminati Poster Child?


◦ The Trudeau Foundation Exposed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgxwqG8qx8B

Wake up and quick because the cauldron will explode in the USA before the elections in November 2020 and in Quebec as well since the Coalition Avenir Quebec (CAQ) is just another globalist scam!!

November 7, 2019
◦ Audit after one year: The CAQ is a leftist party (In french)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvjUQMhjBwl

November 27, 2019
◦ The CANDIDATE –Special election in Jean-Talon with Stephane Blais (In french)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPHDG26chkk&feature=em-uploademail

Censorship of the Citizen in Power Party! We are not in a democracy! There was a Coup d’etat and the globalists are squeezing the grip before their banking balloon freezes over! We need an overthrow and the Declaration of Indepandence will do the job for the start of the Republic.
You go Legault !

If you have free time to deprogram yourself from the bullshit repeated by mass medias and Quebec politicians since 1995, here is a prescription to read the reports by Benjamin Fulford such as this recent one that will wake you up if you don’t know what is coming and why:
November 18, 2019
◦ Final showdown with Elders of Zion looms

And the videos by Alexis Cossette Trudel from Radio Quebec are the antidote to the mass media bullshit:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxLJZvb6-tlvk5Lq_vyETOQ/videos

Psychiatry is involved in the Vaccine / Autism link cover-up on top of the solutions to reverse it, and we are talking about the CIA, which means the same bunch of satanists who are trying to overthrow the Trump government for the last 3 years by lying and making up one ridiculous hoax after another!

◦ THE HOAXES, CIA & TRUMP – Dr Dave Janda
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fnz3WuqTa0

The analysis of the Q-Anon messages is presenting the facts on the Nazi infiltration in America through Operation Paperclip:

◦ The Coup against POTUS. A Smokescreen & A Sham - SerialBrain2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hn3FFccJlz

December 9, 2019
◦ The same type of psychiatrists who profit from the mass drugging of children with mind-altering medications now claim President Trump is losing his mind and needs to be removed from power

Without truth, Justice is impossible, and when the judicial system is infiltrated by twisted freemasons, perverts and pedophiles who do not like children and want to destroy families, of satanists and marxists, the control by the zillumiminables is complete but the Alliance is going to stop them in 2020! There are new Sheriffs in town and Justice will kick their buttocks with Truth up their throats!

We are announcing in Quebec the same Bill passed recently by President Trump:

May 30, 2018
◦ Trump signs ‘right-to-try’ allowing gravely ill patients to bypass FDA for experimental medicines
Right to Try Law!
https://righttotry.org/president-trump-signs-right-to-try-act-into-law/

But the key for the cleanup of the medical system is the Law passed by President Trump’s team three weeks ago:

November 15, 2019
Trump Administration Announces Historic Price Transparency Requirements to Increase Competition and Lower Healthcare Costs for All Americans

""President Trump has promised American patients 'A+' healthcare transparency, but right now our system probably deserves an F on transparency. President Trump is going to change that, with what will be revolutionary changes for our healthcare system," said HHS Secretary Alex Azar. "Today's transparency announcement may be a more significant change to American healthcare markets than any other single thing we've done, by shining light on the costs of our shadowy system and finally putting the American patient in control."

DG: Oops… Way to go Mr. President! Now they have put the finger on the biggest septic tank of medical corruption, blood collection and organ trafficking… Now we will know the real costs and the mediocre efficacy of the Rockefeller medical model, and therefore stop the hidden death toll in the hospital’s basement!

But the response from these vampires did not wait for long because they do not like light nor transparency!

December 10, 2019
Hospitals Are Suing President Trump Over a New Rule Requiring Them to Publish Their Prices
https://needtoknow.news/2019/12/hospitals-are-suing-president-trump-over-a-new-rule-requiring-them-to-publish-their-prices/

They don’t want us to know the total bill for the vaccination fraud which costs tens of Billions to poison all children!

There is no mandatory vaccines in Russia and its urgent that we stop this madness here too! All the children and grand-children will develop a cancer and other diseases because of vaccines if we do not stop this imposture now.

It is time to finance the Medicine of the Future in the name of mothers, children and our grand-parents, and in the memory of Nikola Tesla, Dr. Jeff Bradstreet and hundreds more who paid with their lives for treating children and adults with Oxygen, Energy and Nature.
The Quebec Wellness Insurance Network (QWIN / RAMEQ) is protecting Health Freedom with the Wellness Insurance Card and the Charter of Health Freedom.

The QWIN is proposing the installation of 1,000 clinics in every cities in Quebec for $2 Billions, including devices and salaries for 30,000 technicians for one year.

Many Thanks to all the parents, holistic physicians, chiropractors, alternative therapists and patriots who will stand up to offer the best treatments to Quebec families.

Frequency Medicine from Russia and Germany are coming to Quebec this year and we have major announcements and new secret devices for January so Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 2020!

To your Health!

Daniel Gaumond (Pagé), co-founder, R&D Director and medical fraud investigator *
Quebec Wellness Insurance Network
www.rameq.ca
1-888-444-5558

TESLA-WAVE Campaign for families of children affected by Autism
www.tesla-wave.com

Quebec Association of Hyperbaric Therapy
www.therapiehyperbare.com

Meritocracy Quebec
www.meritocratie.quebec
www.meritocracy.quebec

+++++++ 

* Note : I suffered a slight brain damage at birth that caused me some memory issues, attention deficit and learning delays. I am an adept of Nikola Tesla since 1990, a Health Freedom activist, a whistleblower, a promoter of longevity medicine technologies since 1997 and designer of portable and large size hyperbaric chambers since 2003. I am involved for the establishment of the Republic of Quebec since 2014.

Thank you for reading up to this point.

www.therapiehyperbare.com/articles/Medical_tyranny_against_therapies_for_Autism_and_Cerebral_Palsy_dec27_2019.pdf
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